
WANTING TO DO SAFETY,
DIFFERENTLY?

Join NZISM’s Manawatū Branch for a day of Learning, Critical Thinking and Innovation
focused on taking a new approach to Health, Safety and Wellbeing

When: 09:00 am to 04:00 pm - Wednesday 14th April, 2021
Where: Orlando Country Club, 748 Rangitikei Line, Palmerston North

Tickets: $70 Members - $100 Non-Members  
SALES CLOSE 6-4-2021

https://www.nzism.org/book/1H2fumJYikXLzF45UzMZVQN7/

Dan Davis – Health & Safety Specialist – IMPAC   
Moni Hogg – Principal Consultant – IndigoLane

Daniel Hummerdal – Head of Innovation – WorkSafe NZ
HUMAN CENTRED SAFETY INNOVATION

To improve performance, we are not limited to trying harder with the methods that
were developed for yesterday's needs. We can also think anew, and act anew. This
combined presentation and workshop will introduce the process, methods and
mindsets for health and safety innovation.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF SAFETY DIFFERENTLY

This session will explore the interesting and thought-provoking ideas behind Safety
Differently, alongside providing insights from experiences of practically
implementing Safety Differently in a variety of settings. Providing examples of
cutting-edge philosophies and methods to enable creative, innovative, and efficient
culture transformation, combined with a critical risk approach.

SCAN NOW TO BOOK

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

https://www.nzism.org/info/branch/manawatu/
https://www.nzism.org/info/branch/manawatu/
https://www.nzism.org/book/1H2fumJYikXLzF45UzMZVQN7/


HUMAN CENTRED SAFETY INNOVATION – DANIEL HUMMERDAL

Head of Innovation – WorkSafe NZ

Daniel Hummerdal is the Head of Innovation at WorkSafe New
Zealand. Daniel has worked in a range of innovation roles in safety
critical industries such as mining, construction and aviation, in Europe
and in Australia. He started his career as a commercial pilot but
retrained to graduate as a psychologist in 2008. His goal is to assist
organisations to realise more of their innovative and creative
potential

SCAN NOW TO BOOK

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF SAFETY DIFFERENTLY
DAN DAVIS & MONI HOGG

Principal Consultant – IndigoLaneHealth & Safety Specialist – IMPAC   

Dan is a Health and Safety Specialist at
IMPAC. He has over 15 years’ experience
in providing OHS advice and training in a
wide variety of settings, including local
government, health, social care
and education sectors, SMEs, agriculture,
and distribution.

Moni is the Principal Consultant at
Indigolane.com and a Senior Health and
Safety practitioner with 20 years’
experience who specialises in the Safety
Differently/Safety II approach. She has
spent four years working with high
performing teams in NZ’s innovation
sector as the first Safety Lead for Rocket
Lab and prior to that, Fletcher
Innovation’s house-in-a-day project (now
Clever Core).

https://www.nzism.org/info/branch/manawatu/
https://www.nzism.org/info/branch/manawatu/

